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ON THE LIMIT OF BLOCK TOEPLITZ DETERMINANTS

HAROLD WIDOM1

ABSTRACT.   An asymptotic formula is derived for block Toeplitz determi-

nants which generalizes Szego's well-known formula for ordinary Toeplitz

determinants.

The predecessor of this paper [5] was concerned, among other things,

with the limiting behavior of the block Toeplitz determinants  D^tt/j] =

det TN[cb] where  TN[cj>] = (</>._ .), z, ; = 0, ■ • • , N.   Here

OO

tb(z)=     £     cbkzk, |*|.l,
k- -°°

is an r x r matrix-valued function satisfying

M=  i   !l^ll+ i £ |a|II<UT/2 <~.
k= -oo ( k= -oo 1

The norms appearing on the right side are Hilbert-Schmidt norms of the r x r

matrices which occur.

The set of such functions is a Banach algebra, denoted by A. It has a

distinguished subset AQ consisting of those functions satisfying the condi-

tions

det cb(ei6) / 0, A        arg det cb(ei9) = 0.
0<(9<277

For cb £ A  these conditions are necessary and sufficient that the correspond-

ing semi-infinite Toeplitz matrix

T[</»]=(çà._.),       0< i,  j< -,

considered as an operator (acting in the left) on the Hubert space   /,  of

square-summable semi-infinite sequences of r-vectors, is a Fredholm opera-

tor of index zero.
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It was shown in [5] that if one defines

G[cp] = exp/j- J0277log det <b(ei9)dd \,

then for any cb £ AQ   the limit

E[cp]=   lim Djcb]/G[cp]N+1
/V — so      '*

exists. Various properties of the function E[</>] were derived and expressions

were found for it in certain instances. However a general formula, containing

the well-known Szegö formula

E[cb] = exp J £ ¿(log <p)k(\og </>)_ À

in the scalar case  r = 1,  was lacking.

In this paper such a formula will be derived.   It reads, very simply,

(1) E[<p] = det 7[0]T[0_1].

Recall that there is a determinant theory for operators differing from the iden-

tity by a nuclear (trace class) operator.   It is to this that "det" refers here.

(All the facts we shall need about these determinants may be found in [l].)

To see why (1) makes sense, and why it is equivalent to Szego's formula

in the scalar case, consider any cp  and ifr belonging to A  and observe that

the  i, j entry of the semi-infinite matrix T[cbif/] - T[ç6]T[i/z1  equals

00 OO

krz -00 k= 0

Therefore

(2) T[cbif,]-T[cb]Tbp-]= (f.<Ri + kip_k\
i,i 5 0

This is the product of two semi-infinite matrices each of which is Hilbert-

Schmidt since

OÚ       00 00

2=0 A=l fe=l

and similarly for the matrix arising from i/z.   Thus the operator  T[0i/z] -

T[</>]T[i/z]  is always nuclear.   Taking ifj = cb~     one concludes that

T[</>]T[<7j~   ] differs from  / by a nuclear operator and so its determinant is

defined.
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Write

A+= {cb £ A: cbk = 0    for k < 0\,      A" = \cb £ A: cpk = 0  for k > 0\.

In case either cb £ A~  ot ifj £ A     the right side of (2) vanishes so

(3) T[<t*fr] = T[<p]T[if/]    if cb£ A- or<A £ A + .

In particular the mapping

(4) ci - T[<p]

is an isomorphism from either of the subalgebras A     into the algebra of oper-
,+

ators on  12.

Suppose now that there is a factorization cb = e^/J~e'f'    where \fj~ £ A

and ifj-   and \fi     commute.   Then (3) and (4) give

(5) T\çb]T\cp-x]= T\e^]T\e^]T\e-*~]T\e-^]

= eT[^-]eT[0+]e-T[^-]e-r[/]_

Thus  T[cf>]T[cb~   ]  is a multiplicative commutator of exponentials of Toeplitz

operators.

Now there is an elegant formula which expresses the determinant of the

multiplicative commutator of the exponentials of two operators in terms of

the trace of their additive commutator in case the latter is nuclear:

(6) det eWeQe~We~Q = exp tt(WQ-QW).

(The formula appears in [3] and [2, §10].   The latter paper hints at a possi-

ble connection with Szegö's formula and this in fact inspired the present

work.)   In our case W = T[i/z~], Q = Tviff ]■   The formula is applicable, since

by (3) and the commutativity of if/~   and xfj   ,

T[<A~]TÎ> + ]- T[tp + ]Thfj-]= Tl>V"]- T[.A + ]T^-]

which we know is nuclear.   Combining this with (5) and (6) and using (2)

give immediately

(7) det T[z>]T[<p-1]=exp)tr   ¿ kbp + )fe(<A~)_J •

Thus (1) is equivalent to Szego's formula in the scalar case where the

required factorization always exists, and gives an analogue of it in some

instances of the matrix case.
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Once the formula (1) is guessed its proof follows without much difficulty

from the results of [5].   Define

< = ¿onA+>      A~o=AonA~

(these are the sets of invertible elements of the subalgebras A ) and write

Aj for the subset of A consisting of those cb for which there are factori-

zations

(8) cf>~    = u u    = v   v

with  u  ,v    £ AQ, u~, v~  £ A~.    Equivalently cb £ A l   if and only if both

!'[</>]   and  T[cp~  ]  ate invertible [5,  §2].   Thus Aj   is an open subset of

AQ.   It is also dense in AQ [5, Lemma 2.3]  and connected [5, Lemma 2.2].

Since both sides of (1) are continuous functions on A     [5, Theorem 4.2],

[1, p. 160], we need only consider cb  belonging to A

Theorem 4.1 of [5] says that if </> e A.   then E[</>] / 0 and, moreover, if

t—> cp(t)    is  a differentiable  function  from  a real  interval  to   A.    then

log E[cf>(t)]   is  a differentiable  function  of   t   with  derivative  equal  to

oo oo oo oo

(9) -tr    zl   cb.   Y" mu   u~.       -tr    y^   cb    .   Y^ mv~    v.
. '-*        2    *-* m   -i-m . '—'        -1    *—i        - 222    i + m
2=-00 m-\ 2=-00 m=1

(The dependence on t oí the last expression is not displayed. The prime

denotes differentiation with respect to / and the functions u~,v~ refer to

the factorization (8) with cb = cb(t).)

Formula (2) shows that for any cb,\fj £ A,

oo

tt(T[cbifr] - T[cb]T[ifj]) = tt  Zm(Pm^_m
222=1

from which it follows easily that (9) is equal to

(10) tt(T[u + ]T[u-cb']- T[u + u-<p"]) + tt(T[v+cb']T[v-]- T[v+cb'v-]).

Use of (3) and (A) shows that the first term of (10) is equal to the trace of

T[« + ]T[z,-]r[<p']-T[<p-1</,']=n(zz+zz-)-1]-Ir[<7i']-T[çà-1</,']

= T[</,]-1r[</,']-T[</,-I<7s'].

Since the trace is a similarity invariant [l, p. 99] the second term of (10) is

equal to the trace of
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T[v-]T[v+ cb'] - T[v-]T[v+cb'v-]T[v-]-1

= T[v   v cf> ] — T[v   v cb v   v   ] T[v T[v    ]

= T[çi"V']- T[6-Xcb'cb-l]T[cb-X]-\

Thus  (d/dt) log E[cb(t)], which is given by (9), is equal to

tATlcb]-1 T[ci']- Ticb-'cb'cb-1]^-1]-1).

The next step, which is routine, is the verification that

¿(log det T[cp]T[cp- l])/dt

is given by the same expression. We use the general fact that for any dif-

ferentiable function S(t) from a real interval into the set of nuclear opera-

tors one has

-log det [/ - S(t)] = - tr[í - SO)]" V(í).
dt

(See [l, p. I63] where this is proved for holomorphic functions, although the

formula holds in full generality.   Actually, as will be seen, only holomorphic

functions need be used.)   In our case

S(t)=I-T[<f>(t)]T[cf>(t)-1]

and we find that

— log det T[cb]T[cb-1]
dt

= trT[^-I]-1T[cp]-1(T[<p']T[çi)-Il-T^]T[ç6-1ço'<p-1]).

Another application of the invariance of the trace under similarity shows

that this equals

tr T[cb]-HT[cb']T[cb-1]-T[cb]T[cb-lcb,cp'-l])T[cb-1]-1

= tr(T[0]-1T[,i']-T[cS-Il/i'vi.-1]T[0-1]-1')

as desired.

Thus

— (log E[ci]-log det T[cf>]T[cb-l])= 0
dt

fot any differentiable function cb(t)  with range in A..   In particular log E[cß]

- log det Tlcp]T\cb~   1  is constant on any line segment in A       Since A ,   is

an open connected subset of A  this difference is constant on all of A ,,   and
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the constant must be zero since the difference is trivially zero if cb  is the

identity of A.   This completes the proof of (1).

Finally we mention another situation where a formula similar to (7) holds.

Suppose that cb has a factorization

(11) <2* = 0-çS + ,       cb- £A-,    cb + £A¡,

+
where each coefficient of cb~   commutes with each coefficient of cb  .   It need

not be true that ci     have logorithms in A   .   (There exist analytic invertible

matrix-valued functions in the unit disc without analytic logarithms.)   Never-

theless there are substitutes for logarithms that can be used and with these

(7) remains valid.

Consideration of the matrix functions

4>¡(z) = cf>+(tz),        cp-(z) = cb-(rlz),        0<f<l,

shows that cb     and cf>~   are homotopic in A.   and A~,  respectively, to con-

stant invertible matrix functions.   It is an exercise in the Jordan canonical

form to check that any invertible  r x r matrix is homotopic to the identity

through invertible elements of the algebra generated by the original matrix.

In any Banach algebra each element homotopic to the identity through in-

vertible elements is a finite product of exponentials [A, Theorem 1.4.10],

Consequently if A     i s the subalgebra of A    generated by the cb     and if A-  is

defined similarly, then there exist factorizations

<P+ = <P¡---<f>m>

. ó~)  has a

The multiplicative identity

where each cb  (resp. <;i~)  has a logarithm in A  (resp. A~).

det T[010203]T[(01^203)-1]

= det rty^m^j^r^idet n^^m^^r1],

which holds if cb  , cb,  £ A „, cf>2 £ A~  or cb,, cf>    £ AZ, tb2 £ A.,  readily fol-

lows upon application of (3) and the invariance of the determinant under simi-

larity [l, p. 162].   This identity together with the commutativity of the cfj

with the tb~   gives

(12) det T[cb]T[cb-X]=   Il  det T[cb+cb-]T[(cb+cp-)-1].
P,ci

Application of the previously derived formula (7) shows that (12) can be

written
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det T[cb]TVcp-1] = exp Jtr    £ kty*)^-)^ !

if <ft     denotes now the sum of the logarithms of the cb     and  ifj~  the sum of

the logarithms of the cb~ .

In case one of the factors cb~   or cf>     in (11) is a scalar-valued function

times the identity matrix the last expression is equal to

j        j       oo

exp <r        ^ ¿(log det cp) (log det cb)
-k

This formula for E\cp]  was derived in [5].
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